KIRSTEN MACHINE SERIES
THIS SECTION CONTAINS BLADES FOR THE FOLLOWING MACHINE SERIES:
□ PP3

□ K700 ASC

□ K1000
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KIRSTEN PP3 MACHINE SERIES
UNIVERSAL CUT / STRIP BLADES CLASS: UN-V

UNIVERSAL CUT / STRIP BLADES

The sharp edge is ground at an angle that results in a “V” opening of exactly 90 degrees.
Characteristics: 90 degree angle is widely accepted as the best entry angle to use for processing a wide range of wire sizes using the same blade setup.
Most of the time, this class of blade incorporates a sharp edge ground to a very small or non-existing radius. It works sufficiently for most of standard
wall insulation but is marginal for thin wall, cross-linked PVC, very rubbery insulations, woven fiber or thin-walled multi-conductors.
5-122420 CONSISTS OF 122420-1 & 122420-2

- TC Coating Available -

122420-1
UPPER BLADE

ITEM
NUMBER

OEM #

DESCRIPTION

122420-1

3.0048

UPPER BLADE

122420-2

3.0049

LOWER BLADE

5-122420

----------

BLADE SET

122420-2
LOWER BLADE

CONTACT LAKES PRECISION ● EL PASO, TX ( 915 ) 856-6606 ●
● EMAIL: BLADES@LAKESPRECISION.COM ●

● THREE LAKES, WI ( 715 ) 546-3070 ●
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KIRSTEN K700 ASC MACHINE SERIES
UNIVERSAL STRIP BLADES CLASS: UN-V

UNIVERSAL STRIP BLADES
The sharp edge is ground at an angle that results in a “V”
opening of exactly 90 degrees.
Characteristics: 90 degree angle is widely accepted as the
best entry angle to use for processing a wide range of wire
sizes using the same blade setup. Most of the time, this
class of blade incorporates a sharp edge ground to a very
small or non-existing radius. It works sufficiently for most
of standard wall insulation but is marginal for thin wall,
cross-linked PVC, very rubbery insulations, woven fiber or
thin-walled multi-conductors.

ITEM
DIA MM
NUMBER
SIZE

OEM #

DESCRIPTIPN

122698-1

.25

------

UN-V STRIP BLADE

122698-2

1.0

431.001.156

UN-V STRIP BLADE

122698

122698-XX & 122699-XX EQUALS A PAIR

- TC Coating Available -

UNIVERSAL STRIP BLADES

The sharp edge is ground at an angle that results in a “V”
opening of exactly 90 degrees.
Characteristics: 90 degree angle is widely accepted as the
best entry angle to use for processing a wide range of wire
sizes using the same blade setup. Most of the time, this
class of blade incorporates a sharp edge ground to a very
small or non-existing radius. It works sufficiently for most
of standard wall insulation but is marginal for thin wall,
cross-linked PVC, very rubbery insulations, woven fiber or
thin-walled multi-conductors.
122698-XX & 122699-XX EQUALS A PAIR

ITEM
DIA MM
NUMBER
SIZE

OEM #

DESCRIPTIPN

122699-1

.25

------

UN-V STRIP BLADE

122699-2

1.0

431.001.155

UN-V STRIP BLADE

122699

- TC Coating Available CONTACT LAKES PRECISION ● EL PASO, TX ( 915 ) 856-6606 ●
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KIRSTEN K1000 MACHINE SERIES
UNIVERSAL STRIP BLADES CLASS: UN-V

UNIVERSAL STRIP BLADES

The sharp edge is ground at an angle that results in a “V” opening of exactly 90 degrees.
Characteristics: 90 degree angle is widely accepted as the best entry angle to use for processing a wide range of wire sizes using the same blade setup.
Most of the time, this class of blade incorporates a sharp edge ground to a very small or non-existing radius. It works sufficiently for most of standard
wall insulation but is marginal for thin wall, cross-linked PVC, very rubbery insulations, woven fiber or thin-walled multi-conductors.

- TC Coating Available -

122860
LOWER BLADE

ITEM
NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

CLASS

122860

LOWER BLADE

UN-V

122861

UPPER BLADE

UN-V

122861
UPPER BLADE
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